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MARCH 30, Wednesday

Neringa Hotel & Vingis Cinema

Opening & Coming Soon pitching - 

Take 1 | Fiction Projects
11:00–13:00 

LUNCH13:00–14:30 

Industry Screening*
REMEMBER TO BLINK (1:49), directed by 

Austeja Urbaite | Fiction, Lithuania 

14:15–16:00 

Individual meetings14:30–18:00 

Case study on KLONDIKE, Ukraine 

(2022), directed by Maryna Er Gorbach

Speaker: Maryna Er Gorbach

Moderated by Marta Balaga

15:00–16:00 

Industry Screening*
LIFE AFTER DEATH (1:12), directed by 

Nerijus Milerius | Documentary, Lithuania

16:20–17:40  

Cooperation opportunities for Baltic 
professionals: spotlight on IDM Film 

Fund & Commission

16:30–16:45 

Film in Lithuania preview: a toolkit for 

country’s presentation
16:45–17:30

NETWORKING COCKTAIL
hosted by Baltic Film & Creative Tech 

Cluster

17:30–18:30

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel

Restaurant @NER-

INGA Hotel

Room Screen 12 

@Vingis Cinema

Lobby Bar 

@NERINGA Hotel

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel

Room Screen 12 

@Vingis Cinema

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel

Hall 

@NERINGA Hotel

03 30– 

     04 01



LUNCH
co-hosted by EWA-European Women's 

Audiovisual network

13:00–14:30 

Communities as a Tool for Change 

Speakers:
Jenni Koski, 
executive director of European Women's 

Audiovisual Network

Eva Brazdžionytė,
initiator, co-founder of Women in Film & 

TV Lithuania (WIFT LT)

Romas Zabarauskas, 
filmmaker and member of The Queer 

Agenda (a network of LGBTQ+ artists,

activists and community builders from 

across the Nordic and Baltic regions)

Līga Požarska, 
film journalist and mentee from the 

“Baltic Women in Film Industry Mentor-

ship” program

Moderated by Bonnie Williams
Panel in cooperation with EWA-European Women's 

Audiovisual network & Women in Film & TV

Lithuania

14:30–15:30 

Individual meetings 14:30–18:00 

Industry Screening*
BOGDANAS LONGS TO STAY (1:20), 

directed by Marat Sargsyan | Documen-

tary, Lithuania

14:45–16:05 

The Cabinet (1:01), directed by Živilė 

Mičiulytė | Documentary, Lithuania
16:20–17:30

Speed date session (by invitation only)
Curated by  Women in Film & TV Lithuania

15:45–16:30 

MPV 2022 AWARD CEREMONY &  
CLOSING DINNER

18:30–21:00 

Restaurant @NER-

INGA Hotel 

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel

Lobby Bar 

@NERINGA Hotel

Room Screen 12 

@Vingis Cinema

Room Screen 12 

@Vingis Cinema

Marios Meeting 

Room

@NERINGA Hotel

Vilnius Town Hall

MARCH 31, Thursday

Coming Soon pitching - Take 2 | Docs & 

Fiction Projects
9:30–11:30 Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel



APRIL 1, Friday

Coming Soon | 1to1 meetings10:00–18:00

Ukrainian Day @Meeting Point Vilnius
Moderated by Nick Holdsworth

Welcome & Introduction10:30–10:45 

Europe's Cultural Industry: views on 

the war and how to support Ukraine: 

key country insights

10:45–11:30 

European Institutions: Ukraine, the war 

and how it affects the Europe's Audiovi-

sual industry

11:45–12:30 

LUNCH13:00–14:30

Spotlight on Ukrainian Filmmakers14:30–16:30 

* reserved to Sales, Distributors, Commissioning Editors and Programmers.

Transfers will be organised from the hotel to industry screenings. 

Shuttles will leave Neringa hotel to Vingis cinema 20 minutes before the start  of each film. 

Lobby Bar 

@NERINGA Hotel 

Restaurant @NER-

INGA Hotel

Marios Meeting 

Room 

@NERINGA Hotel 



General information

Other Vilnius International Film Festival Cinema 
theatres:

Skalvija Cinema Center is the oldest cinema 
theater in Vilnius, located on A. Gostauto 
str.2 (approximately 5 min. walk from Neringa 
Hotel)

Pasaka Cinema Boutique is an arthouse 
cinema theater in the heart of Vilnius, located 
on Sv. Ignoto g. (approximately 10 min. walk 
from Neringa Hotel)

Paupio Pasaka is a unique cinema theater 
located in an emerging Vilnius’ district on 
Paupio str. 26 (approximately 30 min. walk 
from Neringa Hotel)

MPV LOCATION:  Neringa Hotel

Gedimino ave. 23, Vilnius

Neringa Hotel is a historic landmark in Vilnius, 
which was built between 1959 and 1961. It is best 
known for its historical design value and the 
legendary Neringa restaurant next door. 

COVID-19

In order to optimise everybody’s safety,we advise 
you to read HERE the MPV 2022 Covid protocol.

If you feel any COVID-19 symptoms, please inform 
our team immediately.

Cinema for Industry Screenings:

Forum Cinemas Vingis is the main 
festival venue located on Savanoriu ave. 7 
(approximately 30 min. walk from Neringa 
Hotel).

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oKfQHRz4Gy5eYN9fgpwiVwz-b6fp9w3f/view?usp=sharing
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Logline: A transgender sex worker, Christina (35) is devoted to spirituality, lives with
her cats and collects antiques. Her life is well-organized and predictable until she
accidentally meets Mark, with whom she starts developing a platonic love. Mark
ends the everlasting series of random encounters with one phone call that will
change everything.
Country: Serbia
Director: Nikola Spasić
Producer: Milanka Gvoić, Nikola Spasić, REZON
Budget: 300.000
Financing in place: 200.000
Foreseen release date: J01.12.2022.
Looking for: festival, sales, distributors, financing, co-producers

Synopsis: A transgender sex worker, Christina lives with cats, collects antiques and
undergoes non-hypnotic regression sessions. After one session, she accidentally meets
Mark, a former student of theology, and at that moment, platonic love is born between
these two people whose random encounters are yet to come. In her search for
antiques, Christina increasingly discovers Christianity and accepts it as the only truth.
Mark accepts Christina as a woman, but he is upset that she can't give birth to his
children.

Director profile: Nikola Spasic is film director, editor and producer. He is also docent at
RAF, Union University in Belgrade, where he lectures Film. He graduated and earned a
bachelor’s degree in Directing from the Academy of Arts in Novi Sad, earned a master’s
degree in Film and TV Editing at the Faculty of Dramatic Arts in Belgrade and is currently
a final-year PhD student of dramatic arts. He debuted with documentary Why Dragan
Gathered His Band and Christina is his second feature-length film.

Director statement: The topic of transgenderism as well as the topic of sex work are
completely neglected in the public discourse in the SEE region and there are very small
number of films on this topic. With this film, I had ambition to make a narative arthouse
film placed on the border of film genres. The script was based on Christina's habitus,
experience and attitudes. The roles are played mostly by non-actors, while the lead role
is played by Kristina herself. Film photography is inspired by impressionism.

Representatives:
Nikola Spasić, director

Milanka Gvoić, producer

Contact:
Nikola Spasić

director, inkubator.rezon@gmail.com

Genre: Fiction

Coming Soon project

Chris&na



Genre: Fic2on

Logline: When Akbar is unexpectedly released from prison after serving ten years for
killing his wife, his son wants to find out why he did it.

Country: Azerbaijan
Director: Asif Rustamov
Producer: Fariz Ahmadov Azerbaijan Film Studio Guillaume de Seille Arizona Films
Budget: 310,000
Financing in place: 260,000
Foreseen release date: Fall 2022
Looking for: sales, distributors, festival, financing of post-production

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Khalid’s married girlfriend Ayan - whom he secretly meets in the museum
where she works at night - urges him to get closer to his father in order to unravel the
mysteries of his past. While Khalid tries to coax Akbar into telling him about what
exactly happened over a decade ago in the apartment he now shares with him, Khalid
and Ayan become increasingly intrigued by the charismatic ex-criminal. When Khalid
finally finds out about the details of his mother’s death, the sensitive painter and
tombstone engraver is shocked to find out that he is more like his father than he ever
realized.

Director profile: Asif Rustamov was born in Baku, Azerbaijan, in 1975. He studied at the
private Economy University (1992-1995) and graduated from the cinema faculty of the
Azerbaijan State University of Culture and Art (2000-2004) with a degree in directing.
His work includes documentaries (The Crossroad, 2004, Sun City, 2007) and shorts (The
House, 2007, With the Back to Kiblah, 2009) that were shown and awarded at many
international festivals. In 2014, he made his debut feature, Down the River, which
premiered at Karlovy Vary IFF. It won the audience award at Xian Silk Road IFF and best
debut at SEEFest. Asif is a co-founder of the Azerbaijan Association of Young
Filmmakers and one of the editors of the Azeri film magazine Fokus.

Director statement: Families have always fascinated me, as micro-models of society. In
my first film, I portrayed a generational family conflict from the father's point of view. In
this new film, I focus on the perspective of the son, the anti-hero of a changing society.
He no longer sees himself as a Muslim or an Asian, but he doesn’t realize he is far from
the cosmopolitan, artistic atheist he aspires to be. The return of his father shakes up the
son’s life. The son is more like his father than he wants to admit. I plan to capture the
son’s state of mind by using a static camera and framing that emphasize his alienation
from himself and the world around him. Dialogues will be subtextual and the sound will
reflect the conflict between the constraints of the old world and the chaos of the new
world, that is often as cold as marble.

Representative/Contact:
Guillaume de Seille Arizona Films France, 

producer guillaume@arizonafilms.net

ColdasMarble



Genre: Fic2on

Logline: A young boy falls in love with his stepfather. This brings the family to a
tragedy.

Country: Bulgaria
Director: Dimitris Georgiev & Mariy Rosen
Producer: Elena Doroshenko, Teodora Mladenova, Rosen Savkov
Budget: 202, 785
Financing in place: New European Wave Entertainment, Four Elementz & National 
Culture Fund, Bulgaria
Foreseen release date: End of 2022/Early 2023
Looking for: Co-producers, Distributors, Sales agents, Festivals

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: A young boy falls in love with his stepfather who has returned from a long
absence abroad. This brings the family to a collapse and causes his mother’s death. The
boy takes up all his guilt and subsequently acknowledges his stepfather as a real parent.

Director profile: Dimitris Georgiev and Mariy Rosen both share identical visions about a
story structure while seeking a more unconventional positioning of the turning point,
drawing viewers into re-evaluating the rendition from a completely different
perspective. They have found a common synchronicity in their respective past that gave
the impetus for their feature film debut DAD.

Director statement: DAD follows a boy’s love transformation from the sexually-
romantic into the filial. The story is based on our coming-of-age and self-awareness, but
the plot surpasses the strictly biographical, aiming to create a more powerful situation
that leads to catharsis. The screenplay’s structure follows Aristotle's principles of
tragedy. One of the characters brings the wrath of the gods through his challenging
actions. As authors, we strongly believe that the story we tell, the characters we
portray, and the problems we reveal, all have the need to be brought to light and be
given a forum.

Representative/Contact:
Elena Doroshenko, producer, drshnkoelena@gmail.com 

DAD



Genre: Fiction

Logline: Based on true events, several dramatic stories about disempowerment of
women, are closely intertwined, affecting to each other’s, ultimately result in a series
of tragic outcomes.

Country: Kyrgyzstan
Director: Erke Dzhumakmatova, Emil Atageldiev.
Producer: Erke Dzhumakmatova, "Oymo Studio". Kairat Birimkulov, "Kairat
Birimkulov Produkkon"
Budget: 300,000
Financing in place: 120,000
Foreseen release date: 31 March 2023
Looking for: Financing, co-producers, sales.

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Young girl who secretly works as the webcam model, becomes a victim of the
blackmailer who has his own plans for her. Woman art critic, who organizes exhibition
"Feminalle" dedicated to the problems of violence against women, causing wide public
outcry and attacked by Kyrgyz national patriots. And mother, whose young daughter
commits suicide after her is drugged and raped and leaked her photo and video on the
Internet. One of the rapists is the son of a powerful politician, and she is trying in vain to
get a fair investigation. All these stories are tightly intertwined and affect each other.

Director profile: Erke Dzhumakmatova have more than 20 years of experience in the
film industry of Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan, as a TV presenter, actress, executive,
creative and line producer, screenwriter and expert. Chairman of Board of the Kyrgyz
Association of the film producer. Emil Atageldiev – Lecturer at the American University
of Central Asia. The Honored Artist and the Honored Worker of Cinematography of the
Kyrgyz Republic. Professional musician, pianist. In 2010 graduated the Higher Courses
for Scriptwriters and Directors, VGIK, Moscow.

Director statement: The realities of Kyrgyzstan are violence, hypocrisy, and
infringement of the rights of women. Under the conditions of aggressive propaganda of
both patriarchal and radical, Muslim ideology, the ideas of feminism are equated with
the popularization of LGBT. The justice system, in most cases, takes the side of
murderers and rapists. Between 2016-2020 there were nearly 20,000 cases of violence
against women, but 86% or more of this cases was closed before reaching court. The
making of such uncensored film, is the creation of a precedent that has important socio-
cultural significance.

Representative/Contact:
Erke Dzhumakmatova

producer, director, scriptwriter
erkeerkin@gmail.com

Kurak



Genre: Fiction

Logline: When a former husband and wife decide to get a divorce through the
“Catholic court”, they are involved in a ridiculous trial procedure - only to realise they
have become closer to each other than they were during their marriage.

Country: Lithuania
Director: Titas Laucius
Producer: Klementina Remeikaite / afterschool production
Budget: 500,000
Financing in place: 450,000
Foreseen release date: 2022
Looking for: sales, distributors, festival

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Miglė got divorced 26 years ago. One day she gets a call with a strange
request: in order to marry his new girlfriend, her ex-husband wants to get a divorce
through the “Catholic court” the only insktukon that has the power to undo the bond
of a Chriskan marriage. During the process of the court – a series of awkward and
embarrassing meekngs with several priests - Miglė and her former husband find
themselves gesng closer to each other. Maybe even closer than they were during their
marriage.

Director profile: Titas Laucius (born in 1993) finished his BA in Scriptwrikng at
Lithuanian Music and Theatre Academy, followed by an MA in Film Direckng. His short
fickon film SNAKE (2018) the award for Most Promising Director in the student film
compekkon of Vilnius Film Feskval Kino Pavasaris. Second short film FAMILY UNIT
(2019) won Best Short Film at Vilnius Film Feskval Kino Pavasaris and Nakonal film
award for best student film. PARADE is his feature film debut.

Representative:
Klementina Remeikaitė, producer, aftershool

Titas Laucius, director

Contacts:
Klementina Remeikaitė, producer, afterschool, 

klementina@aftschool.lt
Titas Laucius, director, lauciustitas@gmail.com

PARADE



Coming Soon project

Director statement: My parents got divorced around the time I was born 26 years ago.
Three years ago, my father asked my mother to participate in the “Christian court” in
order to marry his new girlfriend. Two years later I had my hand on my dad’s shoulder
while he was saying his vows at the altar: “Till death do us part, according to God’s holy
law, in the presence of God I make this vow.” I realised that it was the second time in
his life that he said those words. My mother on the other hand is an absolute atheist,
who cannot stand any kind of religion. Nevertheless, she agreed to participate in the
court procedure, despite not really believing in it. I think it’s because once we were
taught that some things must be done in a particular way, regardless what you may feel
about it. You have to get married in a church. You have to attend some old uncle’s
funeral, even if you have never seen the man before. And most of the time, the
majority of the people who attend these funerals are just like you – completely
unfamiliar with the deceased person. These old traditions are slowly become totally
meaningless, but the reason behind is not traditions itself. People are making it to be
meaningless.This situation somehow remind me of a parade - a joyful celebration
where in a way you have the obligation to feel happy. And if you are not - at least try to
smile. Pretend to be happy.



Genre: Fiction

Logline: After clinassmates destroy crude wooden sculptures during a school
graduation party a remote cottage, a mysterious masked killer starts picking them off
one by one.

Country: Lithuania
Director: Jonas Trukanas
Producer: Emilija Sluškonytė, UAB COMETOS
Budget: 270,000
Financing in place: 220,000
Foreseen release date: 2022.10.30
Looking for: Sales, feskval, financing, co-producers

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: During a school graduation ceremony, the estate for the after-party gets
cancelled. Marius, a shy teenager, decides to take it upon himself to find a new place to
celebrate and to impress his long-term sympathy. Teenagers arrive to a remote cottage.
They find strange wooden sculptures hidden in the field that they destroy during the
haze of the party. Soon after a mysterious masked man starts killing classmates one by
one. Marius realizes that the killer is not interested in killing him.

Director profile: Jonas Trukanas (b. 1990) is a filmmaker based in Vilnius, Lithuania. Ever
since his graduation from University for the Creative Arts in UK; Jonas has been
directing short films and commercials in Lithuania. More than anything he is interested
in horror. His three short films have travelled many festivals around the globe. Jonas is a
two-time §Berlinale Talent campus alumni (2013 and 2017). Jonas is currently
developing two new projects; and hopes that one day he will learn how to knit.

Director statement: “Pensive” is a horror comedy that is about the pains of growing up.
The hero of the story, Marius, is at the brink of the big change in his life: graduation of
school. He is desperately trying to find what makes him unique, he tries to find a single
concept that describes him. “Pensive” is also about how we as a society are attracted to
the suffering of others. While marrying the pains of growing up and the conservative
slasher formula I’ve hoped to create a character study, not a jump-scare fest.

Representatives:
Emilija Sluškonytė producer

Jonas Trukanas, director

Contacts:
Emilija Sluškonytė, producer

emilija@cometos.com
Jonas Trukanas, director

jonastrukanas@gmail.com

Pensive



Logline: "Revolution" is a surreal comedy about a behind-the-scenes crisis in the
world of theatre. Betrayed by his best friend and colleague, Ivars gradually loses grip
on reality and brings the theatre towards an inevitable catastrophe.

Country: Latvia
Director: Marcis Lacis
Producer: Raitis Abele, Tritone Studio
Budget: 150,000
Financing in place: 150,000
Foreseen release date: April 22
Looking for: Sales, distributors, festival

Synopsis: “Revolution” is a surreal comedy about a behind-the-scenes crisis in the world of
theatre. Ivars and Armands, the lead duo of the city’s Small Theatre, are working on the
last premiere of the season together with a young and ambitious director. A week before
the premiere is supposed to take place, Armands, who is beloved by audiences and critics
alike, receives a tempting offer to continue his career at the Big Theatre. Betrayed by his
best friend and colleague, Ivars gradually starts to lose his grip on reality, and his decisions
bring the theatre towards an inevitable catastrophe.

Director profile: For more than 20 years as a director and actor Marcis Lacis has been part
of professional theater scene. He has staged plays in almost all Latvian theaters (big, small
or DIY ones) developing his specific black comedy / absurdist hybrid genre. ‘Revolution’ is
his first feature film and a debut in the movie world.

Director statement: My whole creative life has been immersed in the professional theater
world. Therefore, I am truly aware of the bright and dark, funny and sad, internal and
external mechanisms of the theater and it’s backstage. However, I have to admit that our
(Latvian) scene is dominated by the ‘talking head’ type plays that are made for better ticket
selling and are easy to review. I have always tried creating a multi-layered and complex
story, combining aesthetics of dramatic and a puppet theater, experimenting with
elements of visual storytelling and mixing physical theater with avant-garde music. My
burning need for a different artforms - opposing conformism and neutrality - has
manifested and sublimated itself in this crisis picture - Revolution.

Representa@ves:
Marcis Lacis, director

Marcis Abele, D.O.P. & producer

Contacts:
Marcis Abele, D.O.P. & producer, marcis.abele@gmail.com

Tritone Studio

Coming Soon project

Genre: Hybrid

Revolution



Genre: Fiction

Logline: After the death of a friend, 30-year-old Lucy has to find her own sensibilities
in a burnt-out and cynical world : to turn a self-absorbed, insecure girl into an
independent and free woman.

Country: Hungary
Director: Renátó Olasz
Producer: JSzabolcs Hajdu, Renátó Olasz - Látókép Productions
Budget: 81,000
Foreseen release date: End of 2022 / Early 2023
Looking for: Sales agent, distributors, festival programmers

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Lucy is a lonely, lost, and kred thirty-year-old woman. Her close friend
commits suicide. Encountering death makes Lucy realize that she is not able to change
her life at all. She deeply suppresses her femininity and emokons within herself. Instead
of a{ending a photography scholarship in New York, she works as a recepkonist at a
plaskc surgery clinic, where she is constantly humiliated. She is unable to end a
dysfunckonal relakonship and displays self-negleckng behaviors. She has an excessive
sense of guilt. She feels as if not only her friend but herself would be dead too. How can
we handle the intense shame that is fed by our own aimlessness? In a burnt-out and
cynical world, Lucy has to find her own sensibilikes: to turn a self-absorbed, insecure girl
into an independent and free woman.

Director profile: Renátó Olasz is an actor and director, who received acclaim for his
performance in the hit HBO series Golden Life. He has directed several short films
before his debut feature, Something like Lucy.

Representa@ves:
Genovéva Petrovits, co-producer 

Renátó Olasz, director 

Contacts:
Genovéva Petrovits, co-producer, petrovits@gmail.com

Renátó Olasz, director, olaszrenato@gmail.com

Something like Lucy



Coming Soon project

Director statement: During the first year of my directing master class the Hungarian
government privatized our university (SZFE, Budapest), depriving the institution of its
autonomy. Originally it was a coursework but at the end we didn't receive any
government funding for the film but we decided to do it on our own. The love of
filmmaking and the commitment of the crew gave me the strength to make the film.
We worked in a no budget, guerrilla way, which was a liberating and uplifting
experience. Moving away from the new university leadership, our young generation
(#FreeSZFE organization) is working to create an independent, self-sustaining cultural
workshop. I am greatly influenced by the experimentation, the freedom of self
expression and the motivating power of teamwork which I experienced at FreeSZFE.
Without any governmental support, we are looking for new ways of filmmaking, for
which this film is the first step.



Genre: Fiction

Logline: An insecure millennial woman pursues her dream whilst learning how to
adult.

Country: Latvia
Director: Liene Linde
Producer: Guntis Trekteris
Budget: 840,000
Financing in place: 600,000
Foreseen release date: Spring 2023
Looking for: Sales, festivasl, financing, co-producers

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Marta, once an emerging film director, is now in her 30s and given up on her
film dreams. She spends her days working at a job she hates, taking care of her
chronically ill cat, fighkng with her stoner boyfriend and lying to friends that she will
"soon" start working on her new script. While trying to handle her funckonal
depression, Marta keeps dreaming about making films, drawn to the healing power of
storytelling, but not having the courage to act on these dreams. Through the course of
this dark comedy Marta learns there is an unavoidable queskon that at some point
every filmmaker needs to answer: if you really want to direct films, can you first direct
yourself out of depression?

Director profile: Liene Linde (1986) is a Latvian film director, screenwriter, essayist, film
crikc and educator. Received Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts in Film Direckng from
the Latvian Academy of Culture. Her short films "Fake Me A Happy New Year" (2012)
and "Seven Awkward Sex Scenes" (2016) earned internakonal acclaim and were
awarded Latvian Nakonal Film Award "Lielais Kristaps". In 2020, her debut documentary
feature "Mothers and Others" came out (co-directed with Armands Začs) that received
"Lielais Kristaps" for the Best Documentary Direckng. Linde is currently working on her
fickon feature "The Golden Spot" among other projects. She is also an ackve essayist
and film crikc and is also teaching film direckng and analysis at the Nakonal Film School
of the Latvian Academy of Culture.

Representatives:
Liene Linde, director

Guntis Trekteris, producer

Contacts:
Liene Linde, director, liene@citakinozeme.lv

Guntis Trekteris, producer, guntis@egomedia.lv

TheGoldenSpot



Coming Soon project

Director statement: “The Golden Spot” explores how to deal with artistic ambitions
while also being deeply human – flawed, weak, overwhelmed. My aim is to make a film
that would be as contemporary as possible, showing the life of the 30-somethings today
from a realistic and self-experienced point of view. Sex life, substance abuse, friends
and pets occupying the mental space traditionally reserved for family, unfulfilling
romantic relationships, demons from our unhappy youth, sexual micro aggressions
towards women, abundance and yet lack of life choices, new and untraditional work
opportunities, constant state of anxiety and harmful ways of coping with it – these are
the aspects that I find characteristic to my generation. My ambition is to make a film
that would talk about all of the above- mentioned aspects in a non-stupid way. Mymain
tools are two – humor, as laughter is the most cathartic way to talk about pain, and,
most of all, honesty.



Genre: Fiction

Logline: Ana's anthropological research on symbols and engravings on the ancient
tombstones strangely intertwines with the major changes in her own life.

Country: Croaka
Director: Dubravka Turić
Producer: Ankica Jurić Tilić, Ieva Norviliene, Milan Stojanović, Marija Stojanović, Ada 
Solomon
Budget: 836,317
Financing in place: 833,317
Foreseen release date: 2022
Looking for: feskvals, sales, distributors

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: After the death of her father, young scientist Ana fights with an identity crisis.
The changes inside her suddenly reflect in reality – loneliness, crisis, emigrations – and
her scientific research of mystical symbols and human traces left in stone mysteriously
interlace with her life.

Director profile: Dubravka Turić graduated in Film Editing from the Academy of
Dramatic Art in Zagreb. She has edited more than thirty fiction, animated and
experimental films, and worked as an assistant director and screenwriter on many
projects. “Belladona”, her first short film as a director, writer and editor, won the
Orizzonti Award for Best Short Film at the Venice Film Festival 2015. The film was also in
the official selection of Sundance FF, Rotterdam FF and many other film festivals. Her
second short “Cherries” (Trešnje) was premiered at Directors' Fortnight (Quinazaine des
réalisateurs) at Cannes 2017. The film has had an exciting festival life around the world
and has won many awards. In 2019 she wrote and filmed short film “Tina” that
premiered in competition of Sarajevo Film Festival. "Traces" are Dubravka's first
feature.

Representatives:
Ieva Norvilienė, producer
Dubravka Turic, director

Ankica Titic, producer

Contact:
Ieva Norvilienė, producer, ieva@tremora.com

TRACES



Coming Soon project

Director statement: Emigration, migration and family decline quickly change today's
world, leaving empty homes in their wake. The feeling of being lost and without a sense
of belonging is something that marks my generation. Since this film is based on my
personal experience of loss and breakup of traditional family's connection to everyday
life, I want to show the crisis and transformation experienced by an individual, from the
feeling of loneliness and disorientation to the eventual coming to terms with the life in a
constant change. The main protagonist Ana is the last living member of her family, her
bloodline, and through her emotional journey I deal with the feel of nostalgia, with the
identity crisis and the inner strength necessary to free oneself from the past. Ana's
anthropological research of mystical symbols and signs engraved in tombstones and
mirila becomes the reflection of her search for a way out of her own crisis and the
feeling of displacement. Through the synchronicities she comes to experience daily, the
rational and the irrational become inextricably interwoven and gradually show her the
way out of her maze.



Genre: Fiction

Logline: A young natural gas plumber is forced to decide between drilling through an
icon in the church and destroying it, or save it by accepkng draskc consequences.

Country: Moldova
Director: Anatol Durbala
Producer: Sergiu Cumatrenco Jr., Sergiu Pascaru, Marin Cumatrenco, 
Budget: 400,000
Financing in place: 380,000
Foreseen release date: August 2022
Looking for: Sales, distributors, feskval, financing

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: Sașa works for a natural-gas company. When his wife hardly gives birth 2
months early, Sașa is searching for money to save the premature baby. Despite this, he
refuses to take bribes, which threatens his job and leads to friction with his colleagues.
His wife doesn’t understand him anymore. Faced with a crisis, Sașa receives an order to
install a furnace in a church, where he will have to destroy an icon painted on the
church wall. Hoping to save the sacred image, Sașa has to corrupt the system.

Director profile: Anatol Durbala is a Moldovan actor, editor and director born in 1970.
He is a graduate of the MHAT (Moscow Art Theatre) school's theatre and film acting
course and has taken editing courses in New York. He is a well-known TV showman and
has a PhD from the Visual Arts Faculty of the Academy of Arts in Chisinau. His debut film
'What a Wonderful World' (CE LUME MINUNATA) won FIPRESCI Prize at Warsaw Film
Festival. VARVARA (SANTA BARBARA working title) is his second feature in post-
production.

Director statement: My focus is on a simple man with a complicated life – a rent he has
to pay, a little daughter and a new-born baby. This man almost never goes to church or
raises questions about the existence of God. But, when installing a boiler in a small
church must break an icon, he refuses to do so. Without understanding why, he cannot
tread upon a decency and a deep faith planted in his heart since childhood. Even the
priest’s attempts to convince him that this is not a sin and church needs heating –
couldn’t change his beliefs. His struggle with bureaucratic and corrupt systems to make
essential changes in the project, personal effort, including financial one, to avoid
damaging the icon suffered failure. I raised this conflict, seemingly insignificant, but with
essential questions – not about religion, church or priests, or whether we must or not to
believe in God or anyone else. This story is not about right or wrong, but about how
much we can neglect some things that define us as human beings.

Representative/Contact:
Sergiu Cumatrenco Jr.

producer, YOUBESC
youbesc@gmail.com

VARVARA



Genre: Fiction

Logline: 12 Neighbours... 12 Apartment... Who is going to give up their dream?

Country: Georgia
Director: Rusudan Chkonia
Producer: Vladimer Katcharava (20 Steps Produckons), Rusudan Chkonia (Nike 
Studio) 
Budget: 876,892
Financing in place: 876,870
Foreseen release date: 2022 Spring
Looking for: Sales, Distributors, Feskval, Financing for the Last bit of post

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: A construction company has been unable to finish the residential complex
“Venecia” and apartment owners' every attempt to find the way out to complete the
construction themselves ends with failure. Suddenly, After seven years of stagnation,
the owners finally have a chance to get their apartments, but in order to finish the
building, they have to force one of them to cede his/her space.

Director profile: Rusudan Chkonia (Georgian: რუსუდან ჭყონია ; born in 1978 in
Tbilisi) is a Georgian Scriptwriter and Director. In 2001, she graduated from Georgian
Shota Rustaveli State University of Theatre & Film, with degree in directing. Her
graduation documentary film “CHILDREN WITHOUT A NAME” has won several
international awards. Her debuted feature film in 2012 Keep Smiling had it’s world
premiere at Venice Film Festival at the section of Venice Days. The film had been
screened at more than 140 Film Festivals all over the world and got more than 25
prizes. VENICE will be her second feature film.

Director statement: The word that determines the essence of the film is a labyrinth.
The labyrinth where the internal and external, physical and spiritual, idealistic and
materialistic are blending in each other. Also, the form of the image construction is
circular. Everything goes in the circle; The never-ending meeting resembles hamsters
desperately running in a wheel. Same arguments, same dialogues, exact same words,
the feeling of stagnation, the meeting going nowhere but in circles. We use the form of
the circle a lot, in the geometry of the building, in the roaming of the characters, in the
camera movement. The camera reflects what is going on in the film - very often we
have 360-degree shots.

Representatives:
Vladimer Katcharava, producer

Rusudan Chkonia, director

Contact:
Vladimer Katcharava, producer, katcharava@20step.ge

Venecia



Genre: Fiction

Logline: 15-year old Tonya is the new girl at school in post-soviet Ukraine at the end
of the 90s. She's facing questions of her ex-boyfriend abuse, dealing with her
sexuality and accepting loneliness while trying to find her place in the adult world.

Country: Ukraine
Director: Anna Buryachkova
Producer: Natalia Libet, Vitalii Sheremetiev / Digital Religion LLC
Budget: 464,746
Financing in place: 371,797
Foreseen release date: January 2023
Looking for: sales, distributors, festival, financing of post-production

Coming Soon project

Synopsis: 15-year old Tonya is the new girl at school, where she seeks refuge from her
abusive ex-boyfriend. Despite her visible shyness, she quickly gets into a teenage gang,
which brings her into a love triangle with the most popular guy, Dzhura, and his best
friend, Sanya. A new relakonship pushes her to acknowledge her sexuality bringing up
queskons of love and lust. But this double life is not easy to maintain and Tonya needs
to decide - follow the gang's rules, or try to find a version of herself she can live with.

Director profile: Anna Buryachkova is a Ukrainian director. Her experience combines
more than 15 years of work as a director and the 1st AD in film and video produckon
with the largest world and Ukrainian audio-visual produckon studios. Her artwork has
been recognized at numerous internakonal feskvals including Berlin Fashion Films,
Berlin Music Video Awards, Cannes Lions’ Social Campaign Program. She has graduated
the Kyiv Nakonal University of Theatre, Cinema and TV with honour.

Director statement: Watching my teenage son grow, I recognize the same worries and
troubles I had at his age. With only one difference: for me, it was the last bit of the 90s
which allowed me as a teen to be alone without the supervision of my parents, who
were focused on surviving. Now the level of this loneliness is even greater, since
everyone has a gadget to hide behind. Therefore, I want to concentrate on those last
years of sensuality without any obstacles – pleasant, scary, strange, shameful and cool
at the same kme.

Representatives:
Anna Buryachkova, director

Natalia Libet, producer

Contacts:
Natalia Libet, producer, n.libet@dgtlrlgn.com

WhenWeWere15



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Lydia, born Sergei, is a bi-gender Russian ornithologist. She transforms every
aspect of her reality, including herself, into a strange fairytale. Her latest dream is to
make her own version of Twin Peaks. While working on the project, the director
becomes so fascinated with Lydia’s desire to control reality that she also becomes
part of the film.
Country: France
Director: Sasha Kulak
Producer: Louis Beaudemont, Les Steppes Productions
Budget: 180,000
Financing in place: Garage Museum 25,000; Arte 55,000; Sundance Institue
13,000; Les Steppes 12,622
Foreseen release date: Fall 2022
Looking for: Sales agents, distributors, festivals, TV channels

Synopsis: A Hawks as Big as a Horse follows the life of Lydia, a bi-gender Russian
ornithologist – a scientist who studies birds. Lydia lives in the suburbs of Moscow with
her wife Vasilisa in a wooden house that she built by herself to be near the forest.
Lydia has devoted her entire life to making her fantasies come true. Starting with her
own gender transformation journey to now reconstructing David Lynch’s Twin Peaks
universe in her own home.

Director profile: Sasha’s work in film spans a variety of visual projects ranging from
documentary to fashion and music videos. Her films have taken her across the world
with her first award winning documentary ‘Salamanca’ (2015, 40’), premiering at IDFA
2015, ‘Quicksilver Chronicles’ (2019, 74’), premiered at the Visions du Reel festival, and
‘Mara’ (2022, 61’) premiered at the IFFR 2022.
Sasha’s films explore fascinating and bizarre stories of heroes and communities living on
the margins of society.

Director statement: The filming process took up so much – of time and of myself – that
I started questioning my intentions and why I was so involved in Lydia’s story. I realised
that although we seem very different, Lydia and I share a similar streak – the desire to
control our narrative and create a fairytale reality to escape to. My involvement in the
film – my questions, my curiosity and even my disappointment – they all became an
integral part to our movie.

Coming Soon project

Contact:
Sasha Kulak, director, sk.dividi@gmail.com

Representative:
Sasha Kulak, director

AHawkasBigasaHorse



Genre: Documentary

Logline: An observation of an old couple’s day to day life and their desire to reconcile
with the daughter who lives in a neighboring house.

Country: North Macedonia
Director: Hanis Bagashov
Producer: Hanis Bagashov
Budget: 30,000
Financing in place: 6,000
Foreseen release date: 2023
Looking for: Financing, sales, distributor

Coming Soon project

Representa@ve/Contact:
Hanis Bagashov, director/producer

hanis.bagashov@gmail.com

Synopsis: Despite the idyllic village life, the Muslim middle-aged couple Zuhrije and
Alishah eat, sleep, and do everyday ackvikes separately. The only thing that connects
them is the longing to reconcile with their daughter, who has run away to marry her
Roma boyfriend in a neighboring house 18 years ago. They live next to each other, but
have lost every contact. The son of Zuhra's brother, Hanis (the filmmaker) is the couple's
only possible bridge to their daughter.

Director profile: Born in 1999 in Macedonia, Hanis studies film direckng at NATFA in
Sofia. He is a double Berlinale Talents alumnus; Sarajevo Talents, LIM - Less is More,
European Short Pitch, and First Films First. His short "Mishko" premiered at Sarajevo FF.
He played one of the leading roles in the feature "When the Day Had No Name" by
Teona Strugar Mitevska (Berlinale), and "Sisterhood" by Dina Duma (Karlovy Vary;
NeÇlix). He exhibited his photographic work at the Museum of Contemporary Art -
Skopje.

Director statement: For more than a year I have been observing and filming my own
family. The married couple, Zuhrije and Alishah, have buried their feelings for the sake of
keeping the status quo, and I am interested in the ways how these people grow to
depend on each other and confront the ruins of their tragically stunted lives. The
approach is closer to the direct-cinema tradikon, giving personalikes the space to
reveal, but also capture nature's wonders - thus taking a poekc angle on their life and
kme on Earth.

I Don‘tWant



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Following Roberta’s transition from youth to adulthood, the documentary is
a touching portrait of a generation perfectly conveying the spirit of the current age -
of economic and spiritual instability, uncertainty and the feeling of constant change.

Country: Lithuania
Director: Elena Kairytė
Producer: Rūta Jekentaitė // Baltic Productions
Budget: 160,000
Financing in place: 110,000
Foreseen release date: 2023
Looking for: sales, distributors, festival, financing

Coming Soon project

Representatives:
Elena Kairytė, director

Rūta Jekentaitė, producer

Contacts:
Rūta Jekentaitė

Baltic Productions, Lithuaniaruta@balticproductions.lt

Synopsis: Roberta doesn’t want much from her life - she’s wishing to lead a quiet life
and to be a good person. However, very importantly, she doesn’t want to be bored too.
The film follows Roberta’s life as kme progresses. We see a teenager-like punk in one of
Vilnius’ night clubs. Later she’s a responsible nanny in Reykjavik. Tenderly filmed images
and close-ups of Roberta’s face create a gentle inkmacy. Somekmes, it is as if she does
not understand why everything is so complicated and how to handle life but then her
opkmism never fails to come back.

Director profile: Elena Kairyte was born in 1989 in Vilnius, Lithuania. She holds an MA in
Direckng from Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre. She teaches film direckng at
the “Skalvija academy” and collaborates with "Meno avilys" in various educakonal
projects. Her shorts have travelled to feskvals worldwide. Elena’s recent documentary
films include The Li{le Moon (2020) which was nominated as best short in nakonal
Silver Cranne awards, and recently won best short in Ko:sh IFF (Albania). "Roberta" is
debut feature project.

Director statement: Roberta doesn’t want much from her life - she’s wishing to lead a
quiet life and to be a good person. However, very importantly, she doesn’t want to be
bored too. The film follows Roberta’s life as kme progresses. We see a teenager-like
punk in one of Vilnius’ night clubs. Later she’s a responsible nanny in Reykjavik. Tenderly
filmed images and close-ups of Roberta’s face create a gentle inkmacy. Somekmes, it is
as if she does not understand why everything is so complicated and how to handle life
but then her opkmism never fails to come back.

Roberta



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Journey fo 29 years: from an orphanage to a psychiatric ward». What do we
know about lives of orphans after the orphanage? What do we know about their
fate, fears, feelings and dreams?

Country: Kazakhstan
Director: Aizhan Kassymbek
Producer: Diana Ashimova + A Team film company
Budget: 32,000
Financing in place: 20,000
Foreseen release date: December 2022
Looking for: co-producer, financing for the post-production

Coming Soon project

Representatives:
Aizhan Kassymbek, director 
Diana Ashimova, producer

Contacts:
Diana Ashimova,

A Team, Kazakhstan, diana.ashimova@gmail.com

Synopsis: On a summer morning, a guy with a trolley loaded with hot sweet corn walks
along the streets among high-rise apartment blocks. The film’s protagonist is a guy
named Kairat. For his life in 29 years he went from an orphanage to a psychiatric ward.
He was never taught to read, but the life taught him to count money and sell corn. “I
always tell the truth, although it hurts me,” - says Kairat. He was doomed to suffering
from birth, living in a constant struggle for his place in the sun. Kairat has achieved
resilience because of his inner strength. Kairat’s dream is to build his busines and home.
Everyone can win, just have a little faith.

Director profile: Aizhan Kassymbek was born in 1990. The daughter of the famous
Kazakh film director Kanymbek Kassymbekov (“SHOK AND SHER”, “DO YOU NEED A
PUPPY?” and etc) started her career in the film industry in 2012 after the graduation
from the University of international relations and world languages. Since 2012 till 2019
she's been working at Kazakhfilm National Film Studio in Almaty in the International
Department (festivals promotion and sales). In 2012 Aizhan joined the team of Eurasia
International Film Festival and Bastau International festival of students films and film
schools as an international relations manager. In 2018 Aizhana was appointed as a
manager of Eurasia Film Market. Since 2017 Aizhan started her director's career. In
2019 she was AFA student during Busan IFF. FILMOGRAPHY 2018 SU (Water) short film
Best film at 5th Hanoi IFF 2019 AUA (Air) short film Official selection of Busan IFF, Cairo
IFF, FAJR IFF 2020 OT (Fire) debut full length feature film - world premiere at BIFF 2021,
Spectrum program of 31st Cottbus IFF, official competition of 32nd Singapore IFF, Asian
World Film Festival, 20th Dhaka IFF 2021 Madina full length feature film 2021-2022
Sweet milky corn doc

SweetMilkyCorn



Director statement: The sun shines the same on everyone, doesn’t it? Is it true that 
everyone has equal opportunity? Through the prism of the main character I want to 
understand and reveal the pains of an orphan’s living in a big city. I am not going to 
show causes and reasons for children’s being abandoned. There will not be scenes 
showing orphan homes and lives of children there in my film. That is not my goal. I am 
not going to speculate on the fate of li{le orphans showing all the burdens of an 
orphan’s life. As an author I have a different goal. I want to see what happens next, 
beyond the gates of insktukons for children. How those children who were leÜ without 
mother’s care and love, without a family, build their own future in a big world. The main 
component of success of any film is an intereskng for audience character as any director 
believes. I have never been specifically looking for a protagonist, and did not think to 
film a documentary so soon. The drama was unfolding in front of my eyes, my film’s 
protagonist has always lived close to me. His name is Kairat. He lives in my 
neighborhood in the outskirts of the city. His mother abandoned him as a child. He is 
appeared to be in an orphanage, then - in a psychiatric ward where he spent ten years. 
For many years Kairat sells corn on the cob to make a living. He learned to count money 
well and quickly sell corn, but he cannot read at all. Kairat is his given name, it means 
“strength”. And he has nothing but strength in this life. I want the audience to feel what I 
felt when I first met Kairat - his great vital force, his astude to life, the way he sees this 
world. It is important for me that a viewer does not feel sorry for Kairat because of his 
fate while watching the film. I want my film, Kairat encourage the viewer to keep going, 
to live aÜer watching the film. To achieve this goal me and my DoP did not have a 
shookng plan or a script. Our shookng days involved watching Kairat. He was free to do 
his business, while we were just spectators of his daily roukne. He easily let us into his 
world. Today most people became weak, they used to complain about anything, to 
demonstrate the slightest problems and wait for others to feel sorry for them. It has 
become the norm to blame others for their troubles and failures, walking around in a 
gloomy mood. It has become the norm not even try to solve their problems or fight for 
happiness. People like Kairat are necessary for today’s viewer to make them believe in 
themselves, stop complaining about life and begin to build their lives in the realikes of 
the world. 

Coming Soon project



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Ryuki silences his inner demons with a new job: making women fall in love
with him. Yet selling love prevents him from experiencing it. How much longer will
Ryuki gamble his soul for a chance to erase the scars of his past?

Country: Italy/USA
Director: Fernando Souza
Producer: Mo Scarpelli - Rake Films
Budget: 285,000
Financing in place: 52,175
Foreseen release date: 2024
Looking for: Financing, co-producers, TV commissioning editors, distributors, sales, 
partners offering in-kind services.

Coming Soon project

Representatives:
Fernando Souza, director

Mo Scarpelli, producer
Contacts:

Mo Scarpelli, Rake Films, producer,
mo@rakefilms.com

Synopsis: AÜer 30 years of keeping it a secret, Ryuki goes on TV and comes out as a
transgender man. His rich family disowns him. With nowhere to go, Ryuki ends up in
Tokyo’s red-light district. He becomes a Host, it involves gesng paid to make women fall
in love. At last, Ryuki can be seen as a man. But selling love poisons real love: his
girlfriend can’t take the jealousy and commits suicide. Ryuki is looking for acceptance,
but finds self-destruckon. How far will we go for acceptance? At what cost?

Director profile: Fernando Souza (he/him) studied film and has a MA in screenwrikng.
He worked for Magnolia TV helping develop some of Spain’s most important shows. But
one day he decided he wasn’t cut out to sit in an office and quit to hitchhike around the
world. While in Asia he stumbled upon Host Clubs. He directed, produced, shot, and
edited The Floakng World (2021, 15’ – co-directed with Pablo Curto), which premiered
in Tallinn Black Nights and screened at Interfilm Berlin, Bogoshorts and Alcine.

Director statement: Ten years ago, I crashed into a Host Club. I was offered a job, and I
took it. My world was turned upside-down. In clubs, both men and women are sold
fantasies. I wholly bought into their dream of validakon, I skll grapple with what it says
about myself. I’ve secured this rare access due to my dual idenkty as a former Host and
a foreigner, a unique role as both an insider and outsider that allows me to understand
the characters, but also grants me the distance to make this story universal.

TheFloa&ngWorld



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Two elderly neighbors fighting for a stone as it was blessed by priest Mikha
in 190-50

Country: Georgia
Director: Mariam Khatchvani
Producer: Teimuraz Ckhvimiani / Svaneti Film Studio
Budget: 70,000 
Financing in place: 50,000
Foreseen release date: 2022
Looking for: Sales, Distributions, festival, financing, co-producers

Coming Soon project

Representatives:
Mariam Khatchvani, director

Teimuraz Chkhvimiani, producer

Contact:
Teimuraz Chkhvimiani, producer, teimuraz.chkhvimiani@gmail.com

Synopsis: The film is about a conflict between my 95 year old grandma and her
neighbor an 85 year old woman . In 1940s , my grandma bought a sacred stone from a
priest, Mikha, to which she paid with a cow and cheese. She prayed at this stone every
day, but once she was out of village the stone was stolen by her neighbor . After this
event, Grandma and her neighbor had a fight and didn't talk to each other for decades.
Grandma has been begging us for help in returning the stone, her description the stone
weighs at least two tons. So, it’s unclear how Shura could have stolen it or where she
hid it. Me and my cousin - Levan are the last hope in finding the stone and the truth

Director profile: Director Mariam Khatchvani was born in Ushguli, Svanati and she
studied film directing at the Shota Rustaveli State Film University. In 2013, Mariam
made her short film Dinola. it was hugely successful and screened at over 200 hundred
film festivals including Hong Kong Film Festival Doha – Tribeca Film Festival, Clermont-
Ferrand Film Festival, Fribourg Film Festival, Brussels Short Film Festival, Uppsala Film
festival, It was also one of five nominees for best short film at the European Film
Awards in 2014. After seeing her short, the Sundance Institute invited Mariam to attend
their 2015 Screenwriter’s Lab, she participated cinefondation Cannes, Locarno
Filmmakers Academy, Berlinale Talent Campus and etc. Her first feature length film
"Dede" won 17 Awards, including jury prize at Karlovy Vary International Film Festival,
UNESCO awards at Asian Pacific Screen Awards ,Best director awards at Beijing
International Film Festival and etc. The stone is her first feature length Documentary
Film . Mariam is founder and creative director at Svaneti international Film Festival.

TheStone



Coming Soon project

Director statement: The film takes place in Ushguli, UNESCO World Heritage Site, it is
the highest, one of the most mystical and mythological villages in Europe, where we
have special rituals, some of them pagan and some - Christian, but time by time these
rituals are lost. The stone for me is like an era, a century, a mystique and a conflict, a
conflict not only between two old women living next door, but also a conflict between
old and young generations, a conflict between old and modern views and relationships.
Which is very interesting for me both as a person born in Ushguli and as a director.
Young people are skeptical of this story, neither believing in magic stones nor in the
spells of the priest Mikha. While my grandma, who has lived for almost a century, who
is an oldest women here is still suffering over it. Grandma has ten grandchildren, me
and my cousin-Levan are her favorites and that’s why I got involved in stone history.
Grandma and her neighbor both died, their deaths ended a century-old history.



Genre: Documentary

Logline: Welcome to the world of a former communist government spokesman, the
ultimate Polish Joker, and the man who always lands on his feet.

Country: Poland
Director: Krzysztof Dzieciolowski
Producer: Agata Jujeczka, Vision House; Antje Boehmert Doc Days Production; 
Christian Aune Falch UpNorth
Budget: 350,000
Financing in place: 15,000
Foreseen release date: Feb 2024
Looking for: Financial support from broadcaster and distributors.

Synopsis: Jerzy Urban, the Tiger King of polikcal spin at the peak of the Cold War, is back
today on a mission to conquer the Internet, fight the Church, troll the populists and
shock even more people in even more places. A polikcal animal and provocateur
extraordinaire at the end of this life has harnessed the power of YouTube and became
one of the oldest ackve online influencers. Welcome to the world of a former
communist government spokesman, the Ulkmate Joker and the man who always lands
on his feet.

Director profile: Krzysztof Dzięciołowski is a filmmaker and journalist, founder and
partner at Vision House Produckons in Poland. His experience encompasses work on
documentaries, entertainment shows, current affairs and news. He regularly cooperates
with the BBC, Al Jazeera English, Discovery Channel, TVP, Euronews, DR, NHK, SVT, and
many others. Journalist Fellow at the Reuters Insktute, Oxford University.

Director statement: When I was young during the communist era, Jerzy Urban's
notorious, weekly press conferences with foreign journalists broadcast on nakonal TV
made him one of the most hated men in the country. His nickname was Goebbels of the
Markal Law. Today I am a journalist working for the internakonal media myself. I am
reporkng on a world full of populist leaders like Trump or Orban. They use media spin
and fake news that oÜen remind me the propaganda I remember from the bad old
days. And yet in my country that ugly dinosaur of communism has become the king of
the internet, a sensakon for the younger generakon.
With the rise of populism and nakonalism across the world Urban's story gives an 
insight into the complexikes of human choices made against difficult realikes of shiÜing 
polikcal landscape. Urban’s story resonates with millions of Europeans for whom WW2, 
communism and democrakc revolukons have become a distant past that reverberates 
today.

Coming Soon project

Contacts:
Agata Jujeczka, Vision House producer, aj@visionhouse.eu

Representakves:
Krzysztof Dzieciolowski, director 

Agata Jujeczka, producer 

TheUltimate Joker
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Bogdanas longs to stay
Genre: Documentary

Logline: Bogdanas is one of the juvenile boys who is being held in a closed 
socialization center (a step before jail) for various crimes and while all the 
guys are counting the days when will their "freedom" come, Bogdan longs 
to stay.

Country: Lithuania

Director: Marat Sargsyan

Producer: Tatyana Sargsyan, Marat Sargsyan, Veronika Cicėnaitė

Runtime of material that will be screened:  80min

Runtime of full film: 80min

Foreseen release date: 2022

Looking for: festivals, sales, distributors

Industry Screening

Synopsis: Bogdanas, like dozens of  teenagers boys, imprisoned, like in real 
prison - thievery, drug taking and e.t.c. They study, play basketball, scuffle 
some time, lie on the grass. The same thing any teenager does in freedom. 
Only here, in the socialization center, they have no internet, no phones, no 
cigarettes, no alcohol. They can’t meet girls, walk through the city streets and 
get drugs. The guys at the center count the days when they will be able to get 
their freedom, where they’ll be up to to enjoy all the benefits of freedom. But 
Bogdanas refuses to go out. Bogdan longs to stay.


Contacts:

Marat Sargsyan


Lusar Films

Lithuania


info@lusar.lt



Life After Death
Genre: Documentary

Logline: After playing death in film, your own death remains an impossible 
mystery. As a role that has not been written yet, but has to be performed.

Country: Lithuania

Director: Nerijus Milerius

Producer: Stasys Baltakis/Film Jam

Runtime of material that will be screened:  72 min

Runtime of full film: 72 min

Foreseen release date: 2022

Looking for: festivals, sales, distributors

Industry Screening

Synopsis: Is anything changing in life when in a film your characters death, 
mourning the loss of beloved one - parents, children is played? In Life After 
Death, this question is posed in different forms to three generations of actors 
- movie and theater legend Juozas, Rasa and Dainius a family of actors who 
both played dying in legendary Jacques Louis David‘ Marat Death Bath 
posture and Lukas, the youngest, who is a rock star ae well. It is a journey 
through the lives of actors

Representative:

Stasys Baltakis

+37060507462


stasys@filmjam.eeu

Contacts:


Nerijus Milerius

director


nerijus@milerius.lt



Remember to blink
Genre: Fiction

Logline: In every relationship, whether it’s with another person or towards a 
situation, there is a very thin line between love and selfishness. 

Country: Lithuania

Director: Austeja Urbaite

Producer: Zivile Gallego+Fralita Films

Runtime of material that will be screened:  109min

Runtime of full film: 109min

Foreseen release date: 2022

Looking for: festivals, sales, distributors

Industry Screening

Synopsis: Jacqueline – a woman who is obsessed with control – adopts two 
children from a foreign country with her husband. To help with translation, the 
kids are accompanied by Gabriele, a twenty-year old who is just starting to 
taste the sweetness of power.

Contacts:

Zivile Gallego


Fralita Films

Lithuania


zivile.gallego@fralita.com



The Cabinet
Genre: Documentary

Logline: Two investigative journalists in their closed closet like office.

Country: Lithuania

Director: Živilė Mičiulytė

Producer: Stasys Baltakis/Film Jam

Runtime of material that will be screened:  61 min

Runtime of full film: 61 min

Foreseen release date: 2022

Looking for: festivals, sales, distributors

Industry Screening

Synopsis: In Lithuania two investigative journalists work segregated from 
others in an isolated office as if in a cabinet. This cabinet is the main location 
in the film. The boundaries between truth and falsehood begin to rub, 
journalists experience a betrayal of a colleague, the office becomes sweltering 
and unpleasant. It's hard, nervous and stressful work and sometimes it may 
seem pointless, but it's necessary. Indifference otherwise can have bad 
consequences.

Representative:

Stasys Baltakis


producer

baltakis@gmail.com


Živilė Mičiulytė,

director,


zivilemic@gmail.com


Contacts:

Stasys Baltakis


Film Jam

Lithuania


baltakis@gmail.com



Talent
        Nest

Ibrahim Taghiyev was born in Baku, Azerbaijan. He 
graduated from the Film and Theatre department of the 
Azerbaijan University of Culture and Art and is currently 
a Master’s candidate in the department of Fashion 
Sciences at Sapienza University in Italy. He has been 
the director, writer of some short film and documentary 
projects and has worked as an actor in Pantomime 
theatre. He has been a participant in the film, theatre, 
and cultural events including Theatre Festival “Divine 
Comedy” in Krakow, Tbilisi International Film Festival, 
Sapienza Short Film Festival, Baku Short Film Festival, 
DokuBaku Documentary Film Festival.

Marek is a film screenwriter/director and game 
designer for Warhorse Studios. He worked as the Head 
of Development for Marlene Film Production for the last 
two years and was a personal assistant to Agnieszka 
Holland during the production of the film Charlatan, 
on which he also worked as the Post- production 
Coordinator. He’s a member of the European Film 
Academy and a participant of Zürich FF Academy 2020. 
He studies at the Department of Directing at FAMU and 
he’s also a PhD candidate at Palacky University, where 
he teaches a course on contemporary cinema. As a 
member of FIPRESCI he often writes about cinema. 
Currently he is developing his first feature called 
Homeland and a short- animated film The Molepire.”

Ibrahim Taghiyev 

Male

artmimika@gmail.com

Azerbaijan 

Film director, Writer, Actor

Art Mimika

Marek Čermák
Male

marek-cermak@seznam.cz

Czech Republic

Director, Screenwriter 



Jaanika Arum graduated from the Estonian Academy 
of Music and Theater in 2014 as an actress. She has a 
variety of experiences acting in both film and theater. 
In 2017 she was nominated for the best Estonian 
film actress. Jaanika Arum has created two solo 
performances and in 2020 she obtained a masters 
degree in Contemporary Art from Estonian Academy of 
Arts. She has collaborated with different international 
and local artists for video and room installations 
as well as performances. In 2020 her script for her 
short film “Skin Of A Mandarin” received the Euro 
Connection Award at Baltic Pitching Forum. The film 
was shot in September 2021 and the work in progress 
version of the film was screened at Clermont Ferrand 
short film market at the end of January 2022. At the 
moment Jaanika Arum is developing her feature film 
script “Beyond The Visible Flowers”. The project has 
received script development funding from Estonian 
Film Institute and from Cultural Endowment of Estonia. 
The script was selected to EmPOWR Lab - innovative 
storytelling workshop (Industry@Tallinn& Baltic event 
during PÖFF 2021). Besides that, Jaanika Arum is one 
of the participants of Baltic Women in Film Mentorship 
Program.

Nuno Escudeiro (1986, Tomar, Portugal) studied Media 
Studies in the University of Aveiro and Documentary 
FIlm Directing in Zelig, School for Documentary in 
Bolzano, Italy. He works on different fields of the moving 
image, exhibiting both in Gallery and Film Festivals. 
His first feature Moon Europa (2016) was screened in 
dok.fest munich 2017 and indielisboa 2017. His second 
feature The Valley, a french-italian co-production by 
Miramonte Films and Point-du-jour has been awarded 
the Emerging International filmmaker award upon 
its premiere at Hotdocs Toronto and was afterwards 
screened at BFI London Film Festival, among several 
other festivals.

Jaanika Arum
Female

Estonia 

Director/screenwriter 

Nuno Escudeiro
Male

nmp.escudeiro@gmail.com

Italy/Portugal

Director



My name is Aibota Kali. I was born on 7th of December, 
2001 in Almaty, Kazakhstan. My parents are Amanzhol 
Kali and Nurzia Mukhanbetaliyeva. My father was a 
translator, philologist, and he teaches in Al-Farabi 
Kazakh National University. My mom is a musician. She 
teaches students in high school. I have a sibling, his 
name is Aisultan. He is four years older than me and 
now he is having success in the IT sphere in Germany. 
I’m the youngest member of the family. Since I was a 
child I’ve liked to dance, sing and create something. 
When my parents bought me an mp3 player I started to 
create visions in my head under music. Also because 
of the population of YouTube vloggers I started to shoot 
videos and edit them. In high school I participated in 
theater and when I saw a Director and his work I realized 
that I want to be a movie Director. And it pushed me to 
explore this industry and art filled. Now I’m studying 
in the second year of the Turan Film Academy in my 
hometown.

Nuno Escudeiro (1986, Tomar, Portugal) studied Media 
Studies in the University of Aveiro and Documentary 
FIlm Directing in Zelig, School for Documentary in 
Bolzano, Italy. He works on different fields of the moving 
image, exhibiting both in Gallery and Film Festivals. 
His first feature Moon Europa (2016) was screened in 
dok.fest munich 2017 and indielisboa 2017. His second 
feature The Valley, a french-italian co-production by 
Miramonte Films and Point-du-jour has been awarded 
the Emerging International filmmaker award upon 
its premiere at Hotdocs Toronto and was afterwards 
screened at BFI London Film Festival, among several 
other festivals.

Aibota Kali
Female

kaliaibota@gmail.com

Kazakhstan 

Student Bachelor’s degree in Directing

Nuno Escudeiro
Male

nmp.escudeiro@gmail.com

Italy/Portugal

Director



Ayan Sydymanov
Male

ayan.sydymanov@gmail.com

Kazakhstan 

Director

Turan 

Young and interesting movie director 

Born on July 4, 1998, Talo grew up in Almaty, Kazakhstan. 
Entering a prestigious university as a political scientist, 
he quickly realized that he was interested in the cinema 
when, instead of attending lectures, he began to go to 
the library to write scripts. After leaving university, he 

Evgenii Chistiakov was born on 3 Dec 1988 in Bishkek. 
2012-present time work in a production Studio in the 
position of Director”

Talo Brun 
Male

nunchucks.contact@gmail.com

Kazakhstan

Director/actor

Baigazin PROD

Evgeni Chistyakov 
Male

Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek, kyrgaskay24

Kyrgyzstan

Film director

followed his dream of becoming an actor, but due to 
the lack of interesting projects in the local film industry, 
he decided to become a director and started gaining 
experience. Talo was selective in projects and therefore 
managed to work with such a director as Emir Baigazin 
(Golden Lion at the 75th Venice Film Festival). After 
learning from the master, Talo made his first short film 
for $700. He actively explores the craft of directing and 
screenwriting, creating deeply authorial scripts that 
reflect universal human problems and traumas. In the 
future, he plans to develop the local film industry and 
help young talents to be noticed, as many filmmakers 
are not properly supported by the government



Born in Kyrgyzstan. B. A. in journalism, Bishkek 
University of Humanities; M.A. Centre of European, 
Russian and Eurasian Studies, University of Toronto. 
Currently: Ph.D program, Humboldt University. Focus: 
pre-Soviet & Soviet cultural history of Central Asia. Work: 
Kyrgyz National Radio & TV; documentary filmmaker, 
co- director of Chemodanfilms (www.chemodanfilms.
com).

My passion for film started when a documentary, “Keep 
Smiling!” (2003), was shot about my family and what 
they do, the search for soldiers lost after the First and 
Second World Wars, the mission to recover them, and 
help their relatives find and identify them. I was only 4 
years old when it was filmed and since then I knew I 
wanted to do film. I started my journey as an actress 
and stuntwoman in multiple local Latvian productions.

Kanykei Orozoeva is a producer from Kyrgyzstan. She 
has worked on various art and film projects in Kyrgyzstan 
and UAE. In 2020 she got her MA in Documentary 
Film Directing from The European Mobile Film School 
DOCNOMADS. Kanykei is a co-founder of a production 
company “Jomokchu” which means storyteller from 
Kyrgyz language. Her company focuses on socially 
oriented works: social advertisements, documentary 
films and multi-media works. She is also a co-founder 
of a public fund “Media Bilim” which helps young 
people from unprivileged regions to learn about media 
and filmmaking through workshops and summer 
camps. Her team has created local and international 
award-winning works. Currently she is producing a 
post-apocalyptic short film “The last mom on Earth”.Gulzat Egemberdieva 

Female

egemzat@gmail.com

Kyrgyzstan

Director 

www.chemodanfilms.com 

Victoria Alexandria 
Brikmann 
Female

brikmann.victoria@gmail.com

Latvia

Producer, Director, Writer, Actress

Brikmann Productions 

Kanykei Orozoeva
Female

jomokchukg@gmail.com

Kyrgyzstan

Producer 

JOMOKCHU production



Bon Alog graduated from the Vilnius Academy of Arts’ 
Photography and media art department in 2019. In 
her work she combines photographic and cinematic 
media, video art, sculptural elements and installation. 
Bon currently lives in Austria where she is doing a 
Master’s in Time-based media; she also participates 
in various international artistic workshops and 
exhibitions.

Falling in love with the camera and being the centre 
of attention was my childhood stamp. I am looking for 
new niches, opportunities and perspectives where I 
can creatively express and show my strange, unique, 
sometime goofy world-view. I graduated BA in Cultural 
Policy and Cultural Management, so spinning like a 
whirlwind in the heat of art & music events became 
my daily bread. Next accomplishments were a diploma 
in Multimedia and acting / filmmaking courses. At 
first, it was more like collecting trophies for a polished 
resume or to fill the void. Yet, everything is for a reason 
and I know that I am getting the skills needed for my 
upcoming projects. In order not to get bogged down in 
a stagnant cultural swamp, I am looking for visual ways 
to tell stories and shake people’s emotions: both in 
image and movement, and in music - or by combining 
everything into one.

Ieva Šakalytė (b.1991) is a Lithuanian director and 
screenwriter, who gained an MA degree in Film 
Directing from the Lithuanian Academy of Music and 
Theatre in 2016. Now working in the film industry as 
a freelance script supervisor and TV projects as a 
freelance assistant director. Also, developing her short 
fiction film project and her debut feature film idea. 
Actively participating in workshops, artist residencies 
and film industry events. Her latest short fiction film 
“Becoming Animal” (2021) had been screened at the 
Minimalen Short Film Festival 2021, Filmfest Dresden - 
Open Air programme 2021 and many

Bon Alog
Female

bonisalog@gmail.com

Lithuania/Austria

Video artist/filmmaker 

www.bonalog.com

Jogile Ramoskaite
Female

jogile.ramo@gmail.com 

Lithuania 

Content Creator, Artist

Ieva Šakalytė 
Female

ieva.sakalyte@gmail.com 

Lithuania 

Director/screenwriter



Viktorija Akavickaitė (b. 1996) in 2018 graduated from 
the Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theater with a 
Bachelor’s degree in Film Management. In 2020, she 
obtained a Master’s degree in Film Art (Production). In 
2021, Viktorija established a film production company 
“CINERGIJA Production House” and at this moment 
she‘s developing new documentary film projects with 
young and perspective Lithuanian filmmakers. In 
2020, her short film “Senas šautuvas“ (“Old Rifle” - dir. 
J.V. Tūras) was nominated for the Best Short Film of 
the Year at the National Film Awards „Sidabrinė gervė“ 
(„Silver crane“) and in the same year her short film 
“Viskas gerai” (“It’s Alright”) won the Best Lithuanian 
Film Award at European Film Forum Scanorama, New 
Baltic Cinema programme. Viktorija is also a mental 
health prevention activist. She do believe that films can 
help audience to better understand these topics and 
thus lead to help seeking behavior. Viewers, just like 
the movie characters, experience a variety of painful 
emotions but have the opportunity to watch everything 
from the sidelines avoiding real experience. That‘s the 
healing magic of cinema

After an attempt to study Creative Communication, 
Vilma decided that she would like to experience a 
more on hands approach and chose to study Graphic 
Communication Design instead. There she discovered 
the world of animation. After graduating Vilma decided 
to create her first animated short film. In autumn of 
2020, she became a participant of the Lithuanian 
Short Mentorship program. During which, with the 
guidance of animation director Urtė Oettinger, her 
short film “In a Bubble” was developed. Currently, Vilma 
is participating in the program of Baltic Women in Film 
Mentorship. Here, her mentor is a Latvian animation 
director Lizete Upite. In April 2022, Vilma plans to 
complete her film “In a Bubble” and start working on 
her new film project.

Viktorija Akavickaite
Female

akavickaite.viktorija@gmail.com

Lithuania

Producer

CINERGIJA Production House 

Vilma Razmutė
Female

razmutevilma@gmail.com 

Lithuania 

Animator, animation director



Calin Laur is a passionate and dedicated film 
director based in Chisinau,Moldova. Born 17.10.1992 
in Chisinau, Moldova . In 2017 graduated Academy of 
Music,Theatre and Fine Arts, Multimedia Department, 
Film Directing. In 2019 Master Degree in Documentary 
Film Directing at the same academy. He has worked 
on several international film projects as 1AD and 1PA. 
Director at Moldavian hit web series “Lost in Moldova” 
Pitch winner at Moldox Film Festival 2017, “Inspiration 
Workshop”. Observer at Balkan Documentary Center 
Workshop (2018). Winner at 48h Film Challenge 2019 
. “Casa Mare” is his diploma short film, attended to 
many international festivals. Now he is looking forward 
to make his first feature film. The project got funded for 
development from local National Film Center (CNC) , 
winner Development Award at Pitch Stop,Transilvania 
International Film Festival 2021.

Aspiring producer, founder of Racketa Production, 
graduate of the Academy of Music, Theater and Fine 
Arts, specialty - Film Directing, with experience in the 
field in Moldova and USA. Co-producer of the Web 
series Lost in Moldova - the most watched local online 
series (over 1.8 million youtube views at the moment). 
Involved in the production of over 10 feature and short 
films and over 200 commercials & commercial media 
content.

Calin Laur
Male

calinlaur28@gmail.com

Moldova

Director 

Racketa Production

Nahaba Stefan
Male

info@racketa.pro 

Moldova

Producer

Racketa Production



Born on the east bank of river Nistru, in Transnistria. 
Studied Film Directing at Academy of Music Theatre 
and Fine Arts in Chisinau. Currently getting his MA 
in documentary film directing at the same university. 
Works at television as editor and as assistant Professor 
at the same university

My name is Dagmara Brodziak. I was born in 1989 
inPoland. In 2012 I graduated from Warsaw Film School 
from the acting division and later on I have continued 
my film education in Los Angeles during numerous 
masterclasses having the opportunity to study with 
professionals such as Paul Haggis or Buzz Luhrmann. 
Later on in 2016 along with my creative team we wrote, 
produced and directed our feature debut thanks to 
polish- french-american co-production. The title of this 
project is “Diversion End”. “Diversion End” succeeded 
in few international and national film festivals. One of 
the most important award for us is Jantar 2017 won 
at one of the most important Debut Film Festivals 
in Poland “ Młodzi i Film”. After the “Diversion End” 
adventure I spent 2 years co creating premium series 
August One produced by Bryan Singer. Today along 
with my creative team we are working on creating 
and expanding our original genre/ pop-culture 
based universe called DEuniverse. Currently we are 
developing two major projects within that Universe: 
“Naked Coast” (sequel of “Diversion End”) and sci- fi 
“The day I found a girl in the trash”, which was financed 
in micro budget programme by Polish Film Institute 
and had its Polish premiere in Gdynia during Polish 
Feature Film Festival, international premiere at Warsaw 
International Film Festival and international premiere 
at Raindance FF in London. We are now looking forward 
our US premiere at Cinequest this year.

Vadim-Tristan Belocur
Male

belokur-vadim@mail.ru

Moldova

Director

Dagmara Brodziak
Female

dagabrodziak@gmail.com

Poland

Creative Producer

DEvision 



Michał is a Polish director, producer and actor who 
started his film education in 2011 at Warsaw Film 
School on acting division with a full scholarship. 
After graduating he moved to the US to continue 
working on his acting and directing craft at numerous 
masterclasses with such professionals as Baz 
Luhrmann or Paul Haggis, mainly focusing on actor-
director workflow and relationship. His debut as a 
director was a Polish-American-French co-production 
genre feature film Diversion End (2017), which won 
several prices on festivals around the world. Ever since 
completing Diversion End Michal has been gaining 
scriptwriting experience working with John Cabrera in 
a script creative team of August One - a premium series 
produced by Brian Singer and Rockzeline Wild Studio. 
Today he has established his company DEvision. 
through which he produces commercial videos and 
short films. His second feature film The day I found a girl 
in the trash (2021) had its world premiere at Warsaw FF, 
its international premiere at Raindance FF in London 
and its US premiere at CINEQUEST in the Silicon Valley. 
In 2022 he co-produced semi-improvised road movie 
Camper that is now in post production and awaits its 
World Premiere

A filmmaker with a background in journalism. Before 
turning to making films, she worked in Moldova for youth 
media organizations doing short videos, coordinating 
a youth TV show and as a media literacy trainer. Ana 
graduated from the National University of Theater and 
Film “I.L. Caragiale” Bucharest, Romania in 2021 with 
a degree in film directing. She directed several short 
films that have screened and gathered awards at film 
festival in Canada, Lebanon, Bangladesh

Michał Krzywicki
Male

krivecreator@gmail.com

Poland 

director

DEvisioners.

Ana Gurdiș
Female

anagurdis12@gmail.com

Romania

Journalist | Film director 



I am a filmmaker and photographer, with an academic 
background in arts and culture. I have always admired 
films that confront the viewers, make them reflect, 
and think. Therefore, I chose to study Arts & Culture 
with a strong focus on film, in order to gain theoretical 
knowledge that would broaden my social, political and 
cultural understanding that lies behind the curtain 
of intertextuality and symbolism. For this reason, my 
academic and artistic interests circle around the 
topics of abject, existentialism, and postmodernism 
within the cinematic medium. I deeply admire the 
works of directors like Alejandro Jodorowsky, Gaspar 
Noe, David Lynch, Leon Carax. When it comes to my 
visual projects, I am interested in the confrontation 
of the spectator, the uncanny, the surreal, feelings of 
alienation, loneliness and preservation of one’s identity 
in the uncertain. At the moment, I am in the middle of 
making my third short film and feature documentary

“Was born in Istanbul in1976.After graduation from 
Mimar Sinan Art University,Fashion Design,she was
working as a designer and buyer in the textile business.
In 2012,she started her career in the film industry
as a line producer for the feature film I’M NOT HIM by 
Tayfun Pirselimoglu.Her first feature film as a
producer SIDEWAY by Tayfun Pirselimoglu in 2017 
awarded in many festivals.She produced a feature
film KERR by Tayfun Pirselimoglu has supported by 
Eurimages.KERR was premiered in Warsaw Film
Festival 2021 and awarded Best Director,Best Music 
and Film-Yon Best Direction at Antalya Film Festival
2021.She is selected to Berlinale Nipkow Program 2020 
and Cannes L’Atelier 2021 with her new feature
film project IDEA.She is also working as the main 
producer on a debut film project BEKES by Mahsum
Taskin and as a co-producer on a feature film project 
LEX-JULIA by Laura
Hyppònen(Finland,Sweden,Turkey) and as the co-
producer on a documentary film project 2M2 by Volkan
Uce(Belgium,Turkey).”

Maros Pulscak
Male

pulscakm@gmail.com

Slovakia 

Director

Vildan Ersen
Female

vildan.ersen@gmail.com

Turkey

Producer

Gataki Films



03 30
h 15:00 - 16:00 

Case study on KLONDIKE, Ukraine-Turkey (2022), 
directed by Maryna Er Gorbach  Speaker: Maryna Er 

Gorbach Moderated by Marta Balaga

Synopsis:
The story of a Ukrainian family living on the border of 
Russia and Ukraine during the start of the war. Irka 
refuses to leave her house even as the village gets 
captured by armed forces. Shortly after they find 
themselves at the centre of an international air crash 
catastrophe on July 17, 2014.  

“Klondike” became a very relevant film at the Berlinale 
2022. We offered the European audience the reverse 
side of the current news feed about the Ukrainian-
Russian border. For many, the realisation that the 
war in Ukraine has been going on since 2014 was an 
emotional revelation. I personally felt that the film 
managed to turn the audience’s fear into empathy for 

Ukrainians. Maryna Er Gorbach

Winner of  the Best Director award at the World Cinema 
Dramatic competition in Sundance Film Festival 2022, 

winner of the Audience Award at Berlinale 2022

03 30
h 16:30 - 16:45

Cooperation opportunities for Baltic professionals: 
spotlight on IDM Film Fund & Commission

h 16:45 - 17:30 

Film in Lithuania preview: a toolkit for country’s 

presentation

Panels &
        Talks

03 31
h 14:30-15:30

Communities as a Tool for Change

Speakers: Jenni Koski, executive director of European 
Women’s Audiovisual Network Eva Brazdžionytė, 
the initiator, co-founder of  Women in Film & TV 
Lithuania (WIFT LT)  Romas Zabarauskas, a filmmaker 
and member of The Queer Agenda (a network of 
LGBTQ+ artists, activists and community builders from 
across the Nordic and Baltic regions) Līga Požarska, 
a film journalist and mentee from the ‘Baltic Women 
in Film Industry Mentorship’ program Moderated 
by Bonnie Williams Panel in cooperation with EWA-
European Women’s Audiovisual network & Women in 
Film & TV Lithuania

 The panel discussion will examine how professional 
communities and associations are key for industry 
change and provide an important support mechanism 
for people working in film and TV industries. In addition, 
targeted  professional mentorship  or residency programs 
by professional networks and communities encourage, 
motivate and nourish talents and motivate new working 
cultures in the industry.

https://www.ewawomen.com/
http://www.ewawomen.com/film-mentoring-program-for-emerging-women-producers/


h 10:30 | 10:45
Welcome & Introduction

h 10:45 | 11:30
Europe’s Cultural Industry - views on the war and how 
to support Ukraine: key country insights

Speakers:

Ministry of Culture of Lithuania, Mr Simonas Kairys 
(Minister of Culture)

Ukrainian State Film Agency,  Mrs Marina Kuderchuk 
(Head of USFA)

  

h 11:45 | 12:30
European Institutions: Ukraine, the war and how it 
affects the Europe’s Audiovisual industry
Mrs Maria Silvia Gatta (Creative Europe MEDIA, instead 
of Lucia Recalde who has COVID)
Mrs Fatima Djoumer (Europa Cinemas)
Mrs Tetiana Matskiv (Ukrainian Cultural Foundation)

h 14:30 | 16:30
Spotlight on Ukrainian Filmmakers
Mrs Natalia Movshovych (Head of Film Programme-
Ukrainian Institute)
Mrs Ivanna Khitsynska (Managing director of FIAU-Film 
Industry Association of Ukraine)
Mrs Natalia Libet (Deputy Director of FIAU-Film Industry 
Association of Ukraine)
Mrs Daria Badior (Kyiv Critics’ Week)
Mrs Jeanne Dovhych (Directors’ Guild of Ukraine)
Mrs Olena (Head of Ukrainian Animation Association)
  
Moderated by Nick Holdsworth

Ukranian
                 day



 Meeting Point - Vilnius team

Head OF MPV Alessandra Pastore alessandra@kinopavasaris.lt +393491445322

Industry Coordinator Aušra Vinickaitė
ausra.v@kinopavasaris.lt, 

industry@kinopavasaris.lt
+37062835550

Guest Coordinator of 

Industry Event
Lina Mumgaudytė lina@kinopavasaris.lt +37068888532

Consultant & advisor Edvinas Pukšta edvinas@kinopavasaris.lt

Assistant of

Industry Event
Emilija Klumbytė emilijaklumbyte@gmail.com +37063059379

 

Emergency contacts:

Vilnius Main Post Office Gedimino Ave. 7 / Tel.: +370 700 55400

Pharmacy (24 hours) BENU vaistine Zirmunu str. 64

Emergency Services: 112







Local since 1960            Gediminas Ave. 23, Vilnius         neringavilnius.com



MADE A SHORT FILM?
MAKE SURE THE RIGHT PEOPLE SEE IT



Partners




